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Abstract

Protein hydrogel-based microchips are being developed for high-throughput evaluation of the concentrations and activities
of various proteins. To shorten the time of analysis, the reaction–diffusion kinetics on gel microchips should be accelerated.
Here we present the results of the experimental and theoretical analysis of the reaction–diffusion kinetics enforced by mixing
with peristaltic pump. The experiments were carried out on gel-based protein microchips with immobilized antibodies under the
conditions utilized for on-chip immunoassay. The dependence of fluorescence signals at saturation and corresponding saturation
times on the concentrations of immobilized antibodies and antigen in solution proved to be in good agreement with theoretical
predictions. It is shown that the enhancement of transport with peristaltic pump results in more than five-fold acceleration of
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1. Introduction

Biological microchips, or arrays of individual ele-
ments containing various probes (DNA, proteins,
oligosaccharides, cells, etc.), serve as miniature tools
for different research and practical purposes (for
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review see, e.g.Nature Genetics, 2002; Kolchins
and Mirzabekov, 2002; Cutler, 2003; Seong and C
2003; Stoll et al., 2004). Recently, three-dimension
hydrogel-based microchips with immobilized DN
and proteins were developed at the Moscow Institu
Molecular Biology (Rubina et al., 2003, 2004). Immo-
bilization of probes within three-dimensional hyd
gels offers many advantages over two-dimensiona
face immobilization used by most microchip ma
facturers. In particular, the increase in immobiliza
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Nomenclature

[Abi] concentration of immobilized antibodies
[Ag]sol concentration of antigens in solution
D diffusion coefficient
Js signal at saturation
Kass thermodynamic association constant
R radius of semispherical gel pad
V̇ volume flow rate generated by peristaltic

pump
τB saturation (or binding) time

capacity as compared with surface microchips, aque-
ous surrounding of immobilized compounds, absence
of contacts with hydrophobic surface, and stabilizing
effect of the gel appear to be especially important for
proteins. Gel-based protein microchips were used for
studies of protein–protein and protein–ligand interac-
tions for enzymatic reactions and various immunoas-
says (Rubina et al., 2003; Dementieva et al., 2004;
Rubina et al., 2005). The most important applications
involve quantitative immunoassay of tumor-associated
markers and biological toxins with the sensitivity com-
parable to or higher than that of standard immunolog-
ical methods.

As a means of analysis, protein microchips should
satisfy two conditions: (i) be sensitive enough to detect
low concentrations of ligands or antigens and (ii) the
time of analysis should be as short as possible. For
gel protein microchips, the time needed for the sat-
uration of observable fluorescence signals is mainly
determined by hindered diffusion of antigens into the
gel pads and their interaction with the immobilized
antibodies. Although diffusion of proteins in different
gels has been investigated rather intensively (Williams
et al., 1998; Pluen et al., 1999; Ramanujan et al., 2002,
and references therein), the study of protein kinetics
combining both diffusion and molecular interactions
within gel pads has been performed to a much lesser
extent. However, for the latter problem we may relate to
the previous results of the theoretical and experimen-
tal analysis of hybridization kinetics on the oligonu-
c 6;
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engineering problem of transport to and into a cata-
lyst particle. Among the extensive literature devoted to
the reaction–diffusion kinetics, we may mention (Bird
et al., 1960; Moelwyn-Hughes, 1971; Probstein, 1994;
Schmidt, 1997; Froment, 2001).

The former investigations have shown that the char-
acteristic hybridization time for the reaction–diffusion
kinetics on the oligonucleotide microchips is about
10–20 h (and, as will be shown below, such assess-
ment holds for the protein microchips as well). There-
fore, the acceleration of saturation kinetics is highly
desirable. Since we are interested primarily in mass
application of protein microchip technology, we chose
peristaltic pump as standard and inexpensive equip-
ment for the acceleration of kinetics. Among other
methods to accelerate the rate of kinetics it is worth
mentioning the application of electric field (Heaton
et al., 2001; Oddy et al., 2001), acoustic waves (Toegl
et al., 2003), and microfluidic devices with different
types of mixing (Adey et al., 2002; Yuen et al., 2003;
McQuain et al., 2004).

The goal of this work was to compare the reaction–
diffusion kinetics on protein hydrogel microchips and
its acceleration by mixing buffer solution with peri-
staltic pump. The experiments were carried out on
microchips with immobilized antibodies under the con-
ditions utilized for on-chip immunoassay. To design
and interpret the experiments, we present the relevant
theory and demonstrate a good agreement between the
theoretical predictions and experimental observations.
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leotide microchips (Livshits and Mirzabekov, 199
orokin et al., 2003; Bhanot et al., 2003; Dorris et
003; Gadgil et al., 2004). The similarity should also b
oted between this problem and the classical chem
t is shown that the same factors that enhance the
uorescence intensities result in longer time need
each equilibrium and saturation of fluorescence
als. Thus, our results provide useful criteria for
hoice of parameters of gel microchips and reac
onditions, which balance high sensitivity and ra
uorescence saturation kinetics.

. Materials and methods

Insulin and monoclonal antibodies to insulin w
urchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA); C
uorescence dye, monosuccinimide ester, Seph
-25 coarse, from Amersham Pharmacia Bioscie

Piscataway, NJ, USA); Micro Bio-Spin chromato
aphy columns from Bio-Rad Laboratories (Hercu
A, USA); glass slides for the fabrication of micro
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rays (Corning 2947 Micro Slides) from Corning Glass
Works (Corning, NY, USA). Insulin was labeled with
Cy3 according to manufacturer’s instructions. Other
reagents were obtained from commercial suppliers and
used without further purification.

2.1. Manufacturing of microchips

Microchips with immobilized proteins were fab-
ricated by polymerization-mediated immobilization
method as described elsewhere (Mirzabekov et al.,
2001; Rubina et al., 2003, 2004). Solutions for
microchip preparation containing gel components and
monoclonal antibodies to insulin (0.12–2 mg/ml) were
transferred to the wells of a 384-well microtitration
plate (Genetix, New Milton, UK) and spotted onto
Bind Silane-treated glass slides using QArray (Genetix,
UK) pin robot. Polymerization of gel arrays was car-
ried out under UV light with a maximal wavelength
of 350 nm, irradiation intensity 0.06�W/cm2 (GTE
lamp F15T8/350 BL, Sylvania, Danvers, MA, USA),
for 40 min at 20◦C. Microchips were washed in 0.01 M
Na–phosphate, 0.15 M NaCl buffer, pH 7.2 (PBS)
containing 0.1% Tween-20. After polymerization and
washing, gel elements were 250�m in diameter, 4 nl
in volume, and the distance between the centers of gel
elements was 550�m.

2.2. Fluorescence measurements
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moment t = 0. To take into account possible spatial
inhomogeneity of illumination source, the microchip
slide was replaced by the slide of red glass of identi-
cal sizes and the corresponding integral fluorescence
intensity within a position occupied by a gel pad,Br.g.,
was measured. This value was corrected by the noise
signalBd.c. produced by dark current at zero illumina-
tion intensity.

2.3. On-chip kinetic measurements

Kinetic measurements were carried out with
microchips containing immobilized antibodies against
insulin in different concentrations and empty gel
elements (Fig. 1). The experimental conditions
were similar to direct immunoassay of compounds
on microchips with immobilized antibodies against
insulin (Dementieva et al., 2004; Rubina et al., 2005).
Microchips were washed with PBS containing 0.1%
Tween-20 (PBST) and water. Insulin-Cy3 was diluted
with PBS containing 0.15% polyvinyl alcohol and
0.15% polyvinyl pyrrolidone. To measure the evolu-
tion of fluorescence on the chip, a special reaction
chamber was constructed (Fig. 2). The chamber was
made of quartz glass (cross-section area with respect
to the direction of flow generated by peristaltic pump
8 mm× 0.3 mm and length 30 mm) with tubing con-
nectors 0.4 mm in diameter for the supply of reaction
liquid inside the chamber. The chamber was fixed on
a chip by silicon spacers. The microchip covered with
a reac-
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Quantitative fluorescence measurements were
ied out with a custom-built fluorescence microsc
quipped with a cooled CCD-camera, Peltier t
otable, temperature controller, and a computer
ata-acquisition board (Barsky et al., 2002). The sig-
als from Cy3 dye were obtained using 535/590
xcitation/emission filters. Fluorescence signals f

ndividual gel elements were processed using Ima
esearch program developed in our laboratory.
easurements were performed at 25◦C.
The fluorescence signal was defined accordin

he formula

(t) = C(t) − C(0)

Br.g. − Bd.c.
(1)

here C(t) is the integral fluorescence at momet
alculated for the image area occupied by a gel
hile C(0) the counterpart fluorescence at the in
chamber was mounted on a thermotable. The
ion mixture containing Cy3-labeled insulin (total v
me 225�l) was injected into the chamber through

ubing connectors using micropipette. The volum
he reaction chamber was 75�l, while the remaining
50�l were distributed between the two tubing conn

ors. If the experiment was carried out without mixi
he connectors were sealed or joined with each o
luorescence signals from each gel element were
ured every 60 s for 6–20 h at different concentrat
f the antigen in buffer solution, and the results w
rocessed as described above. To control the varia

n the readings, each antibody concentration was
esented by four identical gel pads (Fig. 1), and the
uorescence signals were calculated by the me
alue for the set of four pads. Additionally, we use
et without immobilized antibodies to assess the b
round signals.
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Fig. 1. Gel-based protein microchip used for this study. (A) Photograph of microchip gel elements in transmitted light. (B) Microchip containing
immobilized antibodies to insulin after the binding with Cy3-labeled insulin. Concentrations of antibodies were 0.04 (horizontal row 1, four
elements), 0.08 (horizontal row 2, four elements), 0.15 (horizontal row 3, four elements), 0.3 (horizontal row 4, four elements), and 0.6 (horizontal
row 5, four elements) mg per ml of gel. Four elements in the right vertical row contain no antibodies and are nearly invisible. (C) Three-dimensional
fluorescence images of gel elements with different concentration of immobilized antibodies obtained using ImaGel Research software.

Fig. 2. Scheme of the chamber with inlet/outlet ports for the injection of reaction liquid inside the chamber and mixing with peristaltic pump.

To generate a mixing flow in the reaction cham-
ber, the inlet/outlet ports were joined with a Minipulse
2 (Gilson, France) peristaltic pump, which was modi-
fied to function in oscillation mode. Insulin-Cy3 solu-
tion was pumped through the chamber. Mixing was
achieved by switching the flow direction from direct
to reverse every 2 s; the standard volume flow rate was
6 ml/min. By adding the dye into one of the tubing
connector, we found that homogeneous mixing in the
chamber is achieved at this rate in about 2 min.

The association constantKass for the reaction of
immobilized antibody–insulin complex formation was
determined by the two methods: (i) from the depen-
dence of saturation fluorescence signals on insulin
concentration (see Eq.(3) below) obtained upon the
binding of insulin-Cy3 with on-chip-immobilized anti-
bodies; (ii) as a ratio of association and dissociation
rateskass/kdiss obtained using a BIAcore instrument

(Pharmacia Biosensor AB, Uppsala, Sweden) with the
same monoclonal antibodies as an immobilized sensor
and insulin-Cy3 in solution.

The experiments were completed on a batch of 60
identical protein microchips as described above. All
experiments at a given concentration of antigen in solu-
tion and with or without mixing were repeated twice.
The lowest signal-to-noise ratio exceeded 2.5, while
the relative scattering in experimental data was within
5–10%.

3. Results

3.1. General overview

Our aims are to determine the main factors influenc-
ing the saturation kinetics on the gel protein microchips
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and to choose optimal concentrations of the immo-
bilized antibodies and analyzed antigens. The use of
microchips enables us to perform parallel measure-
ments at different concentrations of immobilized anti-
bodies. In particular, we used the scheme of microchip
shown inFig. 1, where the concentrations of the immo-
bilized antibodies to insulin were consecutively dou-
bled in the sets of oblate semispherical gel pads starting
from the lowest concentration [Abi] = 0.04 mg/ml (or
2.6× 10−7 M) up to the grade of 24 × [Abi].

Throughout our experiments the antigens were
invariably in excess in the sense of inequality

Vpad[Abi] � Vchamber[Ag]sol (2)

whereVpad andVchamberare respectively the volumes
of a separate gel pad and of the chamber, [Abi] the
concentration of immobilized antibodies, and [Ag]sol
the concentration of antigens in buffer solution. The
inequality Eq.(2) was always fulfilled by more than
two orders of magnitude. Therefore, the depletion of
antigens in buffer solution during their binding with
antibodies may be neglected.

The resulting saturation signal for the reaction–
diffusion kineticsJs,diff is attained at the thermody-
namic equilibrium and is proportional to the equi-
librium concentration of antibody–antigen complexes
[C]eq (see alsoAppendix A)

Js,diff = A[C]eq = A[Abi]
Kass[Ag]sol

1 + Kass[Ag]sol
(3)
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Kass[Ag]sol. For simplicity, the factorϕ was attributed
to τD in fitting the experimental data (i.e. it was taken
ϕ = 1).

The relevant theory for the on-chip kinetics forced
by peristaltic pump is yet absent. Some essential fea-
tures related to the hydrodynamic flow in the chamber
and its penetration into the gel pads are briefly dis-
cussed inAppendix A. One of the main results of
this work is that the complicated kinetics under these
conditions may be presented in a rather simple form
analogous to Eq.(4).

3.2. Kinetic curves, signals at saturation and
saturation times. Comparison of two kinetic
regimes and comparison of theory with
experiments

In this section, we compare the characteristics of two
kinetic regimes and our experimental results with theo-
retical predictions. The primary information is obtained
from the kinetic saturation curves like those shown
in Fig. 3, which reflect the antigen binding at differ-
ent concentration of immobilized antibodies and con-
centration of insulin 100 ng/ml. Similar curves were
obtained for other concentrations of antigen within the
30–1000 ng/ml (4.8–160 nM) range. All the data for the
kinetics forced by peristaltic pump are referred to the
volume flow rateV̇ = 6 ml/min. The level of saturation
for signals in our experiments was defined by the cri-
terion that the observable changes in signals were not
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ere A is the apparatus constant andKass the ther-
odynamic association constant. The correspon

aturation times for reaction–diffusion kinetics w
xperimentally assessed from the kinetic curves vi
ime needed to attain 0.9 level from signal at satura
nd may be approximated as (cf.Sorokin et al., 2003;
ee alsoAppendix A).

B,diff = τDϕ(Dgel/Dsol; Kass[Ag]sol) [Abi]

× Kass

1 + Kass[Ag]sol
(4)

here the diffusion timeτD ∼= R2/Dgel corresponds t
he diffusion of antigens in a gel pad with radiusR
ontaining no immobilized antibodies,Dgel is the corre
ponding diffusion coefficient, whileDsol the diffusion
oefficient for a buffer solution, and the factorϕ is of the
rder of unity and weakly decreases with the increa
egistered for 3 h in the diffusion regime and for 1 h
he case of kinetics with peristaltic pump. The con
xperiments with extended lapse of time showed
pplicability of this criterion.

The dependence of signals at saturation on the
entration of immobilized antibodies [Abi] appears
o be linear in both kinetic regimes (Fig. 4). Since
he saturation signals for the reaction–diffusion kin
cs are determined by thermodynamic Eq.(3), their
ependence on the concentration of antigen in s

ion [Ag]sol allows us to determine thermodynam
ssociation constantKass. The corresponding fitte
alue Kass= (4.5± 0.4)× 107 M–1 turned out to b
n a very good agreement with the association c
tant measured by a completely different BIAc
echnique, which employs surface plasmon reson
henomenon. Because the concentration of ant
ppears in all expressions in the form of prod
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Fig. 3. Kinetic curves for (A) diffusion–reaction kinetics and (B)
kinetics forced by peristaltic pump at concentration of antigen in
solution [Ag]sol = 100 ng/ml and different concentrations of immo-
bilized antibodies in the gel pads. Numerals along the right edge
of the graph indicate concentrations of immobilized antibodies as
described inFig. 1.

Kass[Ag]sol, the corresponding dependence of satura-
tion signals and saturation times will be given as a
function of the productKass[Ag]sol, instead of specific
concentration [Ag]sol. As expected, the dependence of
saturation signals on the antigen concentration is well
described by thermodynamic Eq.(3) in the case of
reaction–diffusion kinetics (seeFig. 5(A)), while the
deviations from thermodynamic equilibrium turned out
rather small for the kinetics forced by peristaltic pump
(cf. Fig. 5(B) and (C)).

The saturation (or binding) timeτB was determined
from the kinetic curves when the fluorescence signal
reached 0.9 of the saturation level. Again, the depen-
dence of saturation time on the concentration of immo-
bilized antibodies is linear in both regimes (Fig. 6).
The corresponding dependence ofτB on the antigen
concentration supports the theoretical prediction given
by Eq. (4) for the case of reaction–diffusion kinetics

Fig. 4. Dependence of signals at saturation on the concentration of
immobilized antibodies for (A) diffusion–reaction kinetics and (B)
kinetics forced by peristaltic pump. Concentrations of antigen in
solution [Ag]sol are 30 (�); 100 ( ); 300 (�); 500 (�); and 1000
(�) ng/ml. The lines correspond to the best linear fit of experimental
data.

and providesτD = 5.4± 0.2 min (seeFig. 7(A)). At the
radius of the semispherical gel padsR ∼ 10−2 cm, such
a diffusion timeτD provides an estimate for the diffu-
sion coefficient in the gelDgel∼ 5× 10−7 cm2/s, which
is similar to typical values for the diffusion of proteins
in different gels (cf.Williams et al., 1998; Pluen et al.,
1999; Ramanujan et al., 2002). We found that the cor-
responding saturation times for the kinetics forced by
peristaltic pump may well be described by the depen-
dence

τB,pump = τP[Abi]
Kass

1 + Kass[Ag]eff
(5)

where timeτP is the fitting parameter and the con-
centrations of antigens [Ag]eff shifted from thermody-
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Fig. 5. Dependence of signals at saturation on the concentration of
insulin in solution. (A) Diffusion–reaction kinetics. The curves corre-
spond to prediction defined by Eq.(3) with the association constant
Kass= 4.5× 107 M–1. (B) Kinetics forced by peristaltic pump. (C)
Ratio of signals at saturation for the two kinetic regimes. The spline
curve is drawn through the points averaged over concentrations of
immobilized antibodies. Concentrations of immobilized antibodies
[Abi ] are 0.04 (♦); 0.08 ( ); 0.15 (©); 0.3 (�); and 0.6 (�) mg/ml.

Fig. 6. Dependence of the saturation time on the concentration of
immobilized antibodies for (A) diffusion–reaction kinetics and (B)
kinetics forced by peristaltic pump. Concentrations of antigen in
solution [Ag]sol are 30 (�); 100 ( ); 300 (�); 500 (�); and 1000
(�) ng/ml. The lines correspond to the best linear fit of experimental
data.

namic equilibrium are calculated via signals at satura-
tion according to

Js,pump= A[Abi]
Kass[Ag]eff

1 + Kass[Ag]eff
(6)

while all other parameters in Eq.(5) are assumed to
be known either from the chip manufacturing or from
reaction–diffusion kinetics. As is seen fromFig. 7(B),
the experimental dependence is well fitted by Eq.(5)
with time τP ∼= 1.1± 0.1 min.

3.3. Dependence of signals at saturation and
saturation times on flow rate

Additional information about the mechanisms of
acceleration in reaction–diffusion kinetics may be
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Fig. 7. Dependence of the saturation time on the concentration of
antigen in solution. (A) Diffusion–reaction kinetics. Solid curves
correspond to the theoretically predicted function defined by Eq.(4)
with fitted diffusion timeτD. (B) Kinetics forced by peristaltic pump.
Solid curves are fitted with Eq.(5). Concentrations of immobilized
antibodies [Abi ] are 0.04 (♦); 0.08 ( ); 0.15 (©); 0.3 (�); and 0.6
(�) mg/ml.

obtained by studying dependencies of different charac-
teristics on the flow ratėV . Fig. 8(A) shows the depen-
dence of ratio of saturation signalsJs,pump/Js,diff on the
flow rate generated by peristaltic pump at the concen-
tration of antigen in solution [Ag]sol = 500 ng/ml. The
experimental dependence is compared with approxi-
mation

Js,pump

Js,diff
= 1 + aJV̇

bJ (7)

whereaJ and bJ are fitting parameters. The best fit-
ting provides the valuesaJ = 0.011 andbJ = 0.44 (note
that, unlike indexbJ, parameteraJ is dimensional and
implies thatV̇ is measured in ml/min). The characteris-
tic timeτP (see Eq.(5) andFig. 8(B)) was recalculated
from the observable saturation times and averaged over

Fig. 8. (A) Dependence of ratio of signals at saturationJs,pump/Js,diff

on the flow rateV̇ generated by peristaltic pump. Concentrations
of immobilized antibodies [Abi ] are 0.04 (♦); 0.08 ( ); 0.15 (©);
0.3 (�); and 0.6 (�) mg/ml. Solid curve is fitted with Eq.(7). (B)
Dependence of mean characteristic timeτP (see Eq.(5)) on the flow
rate V̇ . Solid curve is fitted with Eq.(8). Both in (A) and (B) the
concentration of antigen in solution [Ag]sol is 500 ng/ml.

concentrations of immobilized antibodies. The fitting
with approximation

τP = τD

1 + a�V̇ b�
(8)

yields the parametersa� = 0.62 andb� = 0.79. Here the
diffusion timeτD is the same as in Eq.(4).

The fitted indexbJ turned out rather close to 0.5
and indicates the effects related to the hydrodynamic
and diffusion boundary layers around semispherical
gel pad (Probstein, 1994), while index b� is close
to 1.0 and is compatible with both external transport
effects and Darcy–Brinkman penetration into the gel
(seeAppendix A).
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4. Discussion

Our results demonstrate that the mixing with peri-
staltic pump provides about five-fold acceleration in
reaction–diffusion kinetics for protein gel microchips.
First of all, peristaltic pump accelerates the external
transport of antigens to the gel pads. To assess these
effects and avoid rather complicated numerical solution
of Navier–Stokes equation, we performed the sim-
plified simulation of reaction–diffusion kinetics with
variable diffusion ratioDgel/Dsol and zero flow rateu.
The simulations with the program ImaGel 3D Kinet-
ics of the reaction–diffusion kinetics corresponding to
Eqs.(A.1)–(A.5)in theAppendix A(whereu = 0) show
that the diminishing of ratioDgel/Dsol in Eq. (4) from
0.2 to zero (the latter value emulates the enhancement
of transport by peristaltic pump) causes the decrease
in factorϕ by 2–2.5 times. Thus, though the effect of
external transport is significant, it is likely that there
are also other factors in kinetics acceleration.

These additional factors may be related to the
partial penetration of antigens into the gel pads
via Darcy–Brinkman leakage. The estimates in the
Appendix A indicate that such a mechanism might
compete with diffusion within the pads if the hydro-
dynamic screening is incomplete.

Under our conditions, the hydrodynamic pressure
on the gel padsρ(V̇ /S)2 was about∼10 dyne/cm2, and
the contribution of viscous forces to the stress tensor
was approximately the same. Such oscillating pressure
m and
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enhancement of signals is, however, sufficiently less
than the enhancement reported previously for surface
oligonucleotide microchips (Adey et al., 2002; Toegl
et al., 2003; McQuain et al., 2004). The difference may
partially be due to the fact that in the latter experiments
the enhancement of signals has been measured in the
transient regimes far from saturation level.

Although the expression for saturation time like that
given by Eq.(5) was proved for mixing with peristaltic
pump, it may be applicable for the other mechanisms of
mixing as well. The particular mode of mixing should
affect mainly the characteristic timeτP, while the sec-
ond factor in Eq.(5) depends on the general kinetic
balance and local equilibrium within separate gel pad
(cf. Appendix A).

We conclude that mixing with peristaltic pump
results in about five-fold acceleration in reaction–
diffusion kinetics for the hydrogel-based protein
microchips. Surely, the application of some kind of
mixing will be necessary for further development of
efficient microchip technologies.
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ppendix A

.1. Reaction–diffusion kinetics and saturation
ime

For the convenience of the reader, we derive in
ppendix the expression for saturation time in the c
f diffusion–reaction kinetics (Eq.(4)). Here our con
ideration will mainly be qualitative (the more detai
heory for diffusion kinetics can be found inSorokin
t al., 2003). The transport of antigen in the soluti
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outside the region of gel pad is defined as

∂[Ag]

∂t
+ (u · ∇)[Ag] = Dsol∇2[Ag] (A.1)

where [Ag] corresponds to the local concentration of
antigen in solution,Dsol is diffusion coefficient for the
antigen diffusing in solution, andu the velocity of solu-
tion generated by peristaltic pump. If the penetration of
flow inside gel pad may neglected (see below), then the
resulting reaction–diffusion kinetics within a gel pad is
given by

∂[Ag]

∂t
= Dgel∇2[Ag] − kass([Abi] − [C]) [Ag]

+ kdiss[C] (A.2)

∂[C]

∂t
= kass([Abi] − [C]) [Ag] − kdiss[C] (A.3)

Here [Abi] is the concentration of the immobilized anti-
bodies, [Ag] and [C] = [Abi · Ag] the local concen-
trations of antigens and antigen–antibody complexes
within gel pad,kdiss and kass, respectively, the rates
of dissociation and association, andDgel the diffusion
coefficient for the antigen diffusing in a gel. At the
surface of a gel pad,Spad, the concentration and the
normal component of transport flow for antigen should
be continuous,

[Ag] (sol)| = [Ag] (pad)| (A.4)
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and antigen may approximately be related by the con-
dition of local thermodynamic equilibrium,

[C] ∼= [Abi]
Kass[Ag]

1 + Kass[Ag]
(A.7)

where Kass= kass/kdiss is thermodynamic associa-
tion constant. Due to the design of the microchip,
Kass[Abi] 	 1 (i.e. gel pads should emit rather strong
fluorescence signals and act as effective enhancers
of antigen concentration), and the concentration of
antigen may be neglected with respect to that of
complex in the left part of Eq.(A.6). Then, intro-
ducing the dimensionless variablesr̃ = r/R; [Ãg̃] =
[Ag]/[Ag] sol; [C̃] = [C]/[C]eq, whereR is the radius
of semispherical gel pad and

[C]eq = [Abi]
Kass[Ag]sol

1 + Kass[Ag]sol
(A.8)

it is easy to see that the dimensionless time would be
measured as̃t = t/τB,diffwith τB,diff defined by Eq.(4)
(up to the functionϕ). Note that the characteristic time
related to the diffusion of antigen in solution outside
gel pad,τ(sol)

diff
∼= R2/Dsol, is commonly several orders

of magnitude less thanτB,diff .
If the hydrodynamic flow would penetrate inside

gel, then the diffusion terms in Eqs.(A.2) and (A.6)
should be replaced by

Dgel∇2[Ag] → Dgel∇2[Ag] − (u · ∇) [Ag] (A.9)
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solnS · ∇[Ag] (sol)|r ∈ Spad

= DgelnS · ∇[Ag] (pad)|r ∈ Spad (A.5)

herenS is the unit vector normal to the surface o
el pad and the normal component of velocityu was

aken to be zero at the surface.
Due to the conservation law, the evolution for

um of concentrations of the antigens and compl
ithin gel pad depends exclusively on the diffusion
ntigen

∂([Ag] + [C])

∂t
= Dgel∇2[Ag] (A.6)

Commonly, the saturation time is long enough
he inequalitiesτB,diff 	 k−1

diss, (kass[Abi])−1 are satis
ed. Therefore, local concentrations of the comp
orDgel∼ 10 cm /s andR ∼ 10 cm, the effects o
irected transport become significant ifu ≥ Dgel/R∼
0−5 cm/s.

.2. Hydrodynamic flow for transport forced by
eristaltic pump and screening effect

The flow generated by peristaltic pump within
hamber is determined by Navier–Stokes and c
uity equations

∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇) u = −1

ρ
∇P + ν∇2u (A.10)

· u = 0 (A.11)

ith the proper boundary conditions. Hereu is the
elocity of buffer solution,P the exerted pressure,ρ

ass density of buffer solution, andν kinematic vis-
osity. The corresponding locally averaged flow in a
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pad may be described by Brinkman equation (Wiegel,
1980; Sahimi, 1995)

µ

κ
u = −∇P + µ∇2u (A.12)

whereκ is the permeability andµ the viscosity of the
gel, with the condition of incompressibility given by
Eq. (A.8). Combining Eqs.(A.7) and (A.9), it can be
deduced that the hydrodynamic flow penetrates into a
gel pad at the characteristic distance

lp ∼= max(κ1/2, l) (A.13)

l ∼= u

f
∼= κ

µf
|∇P | ∼= κ

µf

12ρν(V̇ /S)

h2 (A.14)

Here V̇ is the volume flow rate produced by peri-
staltic pump in the chamber,S and h, respectively,
the cross-section area and the height of the cham-
ber, andf the frequency of flow oscillations. In Eq.
(A.14), it was assumed thath2f/ν � 1, which means
that viscous forces dominate over inertial effects (plane
Poiseuille-like flow). This inequality is fulfilled in our
conditions. Forκ ∼ 10−10 to 10−11 cm2, µ/ρ ∼ 10−2

to 5× 10−2 cm2/s, ν ∼ 10−2 cm2/s, V̇ ∼ 5 ml/min,
S ∼ 10−2 cm2, h ∼ 10−2 cm, andf ∼ 1 cycle/s the pen-
etration length does not exceedlp ∼ 0.1 micron. Note,
however, that due to entangled nature of the gel network
the expulsion of infiltrated solution from the oppo-
site sides of a gel pad during half-periods of pressure
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